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INTRODUCTION 
Let B be an open bounded set of R3 with a smooth boundary asZ. We divide 
Q into two parts Q+ and Sz- by a smooth surface 2:; which intersects B trans- 
versally. 
We consider the following interface problem: 
P+AU+ = f+ in *+ 
p-Au- = f- in f-L 
u+ = 0 on asz+-27 
u- = 0 on asz--2 
u+ = u- on .E 
c*> 
a 
p+zu+=p-~u- on .Z 
where p, and p- are two real distinct and positive numbers. v  denotes the normal 
vector to .?Y, which points toward the interior of 52, . 
We denote by ZT the intersection of Z and XJ . a.Z is then a smooth curve. 
At each point M(s) of aZ ( s is the curvilinear abscissa on XZ) the tangent planes 
to aJ2 and Z make an angle w(s) inside 52, and a angle T - W(S) inside R- . 
w(s) IS a smooth function of s. 
We have the following results: 
(1) If  p, > p- and w(s) > (42) for all s, then for each (f+ , f-) EL~(S~+) x 
L*(C) the variational solution (u+ , U-) of the interface problem (*) belongs to 
the Sobolev space Hs(Q+) x Hs(Q-). 
(2) If  p+ > p- and if there exists s,, such that w(sO) < 42, then the space 
of functions &lu+ , p-AU-), such that (u, , ZL) E Hs(Q+) x Hs(SZJ satisfies 
the boundary and interface conditions of problem (*), is of infinite codimension 
in L*(sZ+) X L2(Q-). 
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The results (I) and (2) will be consequences of similar results which we shall 
prove for the interface problem (*) when Q, and Qn_ are two polyhedrons with a 
common face .Z. 
The study of that model is very close to that in R. B. Kellog [4, Section 51 but 
the proof given here is simpler because the space of solutions is described directly 
without any completion procedure. 
I. NOTATIONS AND PLAN 
Let Q,. and Q2_ be two polyhedrons of lQ3 with boundaries aQ+ and a.Q- 
having in common a face 2. (Q, and on_ are located on both sides of Z). The 
boundary a& is the union of r,*; 0 < j < J+ where the I’$‘s are open disjoint 
sets with polygonal boundaries. We denote by A:k the edge where ri* and r,* 
meet (when the intersection is not empty) and by wJ& the measure of the cor- 
responding angle inside sZ+ . We set F, = a& - .Z and we index the rj*‘s so 
that Z = r,+ = r,- and for 1 < j < J < Min( J+ , J-) we have A,to = A,, 
which we shall simply denote by Aj (i.e., we have given the lower indices to the 
faces ri+ of Q, and ri- of Sz- which intersect 2). 82 is then the union of the Aj’s 
1 <j < J. We shall denote by Mi the vertex where A, and Aj+l meet and we 
shall set uj* = w* 3,0, 1 <j< J. 
Let us consider the following interface problem: 
P,& =f+ in Q,, (1.1) 
u* = 0 on -c , (1.2) 
u+ = up on 4 (1.3) 
p,tu+ =p-iu- on 2, (1.4) 
with (f+ , f-) ELM x L2(Q-). 
This interface problem is equivalent to the following Dirichlet’s problem. 
div(p grad u) =f in Sz 
?I = 0 on asz. 
where Q = -0, v Z u 8.Z v Sz- and u, f and p are equal to u+ , f,. and p, in a, 
and to u- , f- and p- in Sz- respectively. This last problem has a variational 
solution (see Lions and Magenes [q). 
In what follows we shall use the classical notations for the theory of partial 
differential equations (see, for example Lions and Magenes [a). In this paper 
we establish the conditions on the angles of 52, and IR_ under which the solutions 
(u+ 7 u-) of the interface problem (1 .I)-( 1.4) belongs to EP(Q+) x H2(S2-). 
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We make use of similar results proved in Lemrabet [5] for the same interface 
problem in a polygon. The difficulty lies in studying the regularity near X7. 
Near any other vertex of Q+ or Sz- we reduce the problem by troncation to a 
Dirichlet’s problem for the Laplace operator and we use the regularity results 
proved in Grisvard [3]. The plan is as follows: 
(a) In Section II, we prove the following estimate: 
This is valid for any (u+ , u..) E W, where W is the space of functions 
(U + , u-) E ZP(Q+) x ZP(sZ_) satisfying conditions (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4). 
(b) In Section III we introduce N, the orthogonal complement in 
L*(Q+) x L2(i2-) th of e image of W by the operator @+A, p-0). We shall prove 
that N is the space of functions (w + , w-) EL*@+) X P(sZ-) satisfying Au* = 0 
and y(~+ , n-) = 0 where y is a generalized trace operator. 
(c) In Section IV we consider an eigenvalue problem for the interface 
problem in a polygon. 
(d) In Section V we compute the dimension of N. 
Let us first introduce the following conditions: 
(9 u&z -=c -n V(j, k); 1 <.A k < J+ . 
(ii) wzl, < T V(j, k); 1 < j, k < J- . 
(iii) p(q+, q-) = 0 Vj; 1 <j < J. 
where p(w+ , w-) denotes the cardinal number of the set of real numbers 
h E 10, 1[ and satisfying 
p, tan Aw- = -p- tan XW+ . 
The two following results are proved: 
(a) Ifone ofthe conditions(i), ( ) ii or iii is not satisfied, then the codimen- ( ) 
sion of N is infinite. 
(8) If all conditions (i), (ii) and ( iii are satisfied and if we assume that ) 
wj+ = w+ (fixed) and wj- = w- (fixed) for all j; 1 <j < J, then (p+A, p-d) 
is an isomorphism from W onto L’(Q+) x .U(&). (i.e. N is reduced to (0,O)). 
The results (1) and (2) mentioned in the introduction in the case of a smooth 
domain intersected by a smooth surface can be derived from (a) and (p). By 
localization and change of coordinates we reduce the problem considered in the 
introduction to an interface problem for two operators with variable coefficients 
in two polyhedrons having a common face and we conclude by using the Korn’s 
procedure (perturbations) as is done in Lemrabet [5]. Therefore the results (1) 
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and (2) are consequences of (ti) and (/3), respectively. We mention that if there 
exists s0 such that W(Q) < 42 then there exists a neighborhood of s,, in which 
w(s) < T/2. 
II. AN A PRIORI ESTIMATE 
THEOREM 2.1. For each (u+ , E-) E W the following equality holds: 
P+{II D2u+ t2 + 1~ D,2u+ II2 + II D, u+ 11% + 2 II W&u+ II2 + 2 II DaDzu+ 1% 
+ 2 i/ D,D,u+ II”} + p-(1] Dz2u- lj2 t- I[ DY2u- I2 + /I Dz2u- /!2 
+ 2 I/ D,D,u- !I2 + 2 I/ D,D,u- /I2 + 2 II D,D,u- II’> 
= P, II Au, II2 + P- II Au- /12. (2.1) 
Proof. 11 . 1: and (;) will denote the norm and the scalar product in L”(Q+). 
We have 
II Au+ /I2 = II DA II2 + II Dg2uh lj2 + II Dz2uk I2 + 2(Dz2u+; D,2u~) 
+ 2(4”u+; Dz2ui) + 2(Dz2u+; Dz2u4 
we assume that the interface Z lies in the plane y = 0 and that a/au = D, . 
(1) We denote by Q,* the intersection of Q+ with the plane y = S; then 
Q,i has a polygonal boundary and for almost every S, u+ E H2(Q,*) n H,,l(Q,*). 
We have from Lemma 2.2 and 2.3 in Grisvard [2]. 
i 
Dz2uf D,%+ dx dz = 
s 
1 D, Dzui I2 dx dz 
ns* f%* 
and integrating with respect to s we get 
(Qz2w Dz2e.) = II &Dzu*!12. 
(2) We denote by Qn,*, r,+ and & the intersections of J&, r* and Z with 
the plane z = t; then Q,+ and Q,- have polygonal boundaries with a common 
side .& and for almost every t, uf E H2(SZ,*), u+ = 0 on rt*, u+ = u- on & and 
p+D,u+ = p-D,u- on Z$ . We have from Lemma II 2.2 in Lemrabet [5] 
p, s Dz2u+ Dv2u, dx dy f  p- [ Ds2u- Dv2u- dx dy 
%+ -nt- 
=P+J I k&u- I”&4 
“t + 
I D,D,u+ l”dxdy +P-j- 
at- 
and integrating with respect to t we get 
P+(&~u+; Dv2u+) + P-(D,~u-; D,%) = p, /I DsDvu+ /I2 + p- Ij D,D,u- lj2 
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(3) In the same way we get: 
p+(Dv2u+; D,2u+) + P-(4”~ D,~u--) = P+ II W,u+ II2 + P- II D,Dzu- /I2 
and adding theses three equalities we have (2.1). 
THEOREM 2.2. There exists a constant C > 0 depending on Q+ , Q. , p, and 
p- such that for each (u+ , u _ ) E W the following estimate holds: 
P, II u+ 112 + P- II @- II2 G C(P+ II Au+ II + P- II Au- lb (2.2) 
Proof. 11 /la denotes the norm in H2(Qn,). The existence of a constant C, > 0 
depending on Q+ , Sz- , p, and p- such that 
P+V u+ II2 + II Da++ II2 + II D,u+ /I2 + II Dzu+ II”> 
+ ~-ill u- II2 + II QP- II2 + II D,u- II2 + II Da- II”) 
e C,{P+ II Au+ /I2 + P- II AK II”) 
follows from Poincare’s inequality and the variational inequality for the interface 
problem. Estimate (2.2) follows from the previous one and (2.1). 
III. FRRDHOLM ALTERNATIVE 
Estimate (2.2) proves that the image of W by the operator (p+A,p-A) is closed 
in L2(s2+) x La(52J. Let then iV be the orthogonal complement of this image, 
i.e., the space of functions (v+ , w-) ELM x L2(QJ such that p+(Au+; v+) + 
pm(Au-; v-) = 0 f or every (u+ , U-) E W. It is obvious that Aw* = 0 in 52* . Let 
us now investigate the conditions satisfied by v, and v- on I’,, r- and .Z. 
Let D be the space of functions (v+ , V-) eL2(Q+) x L2(QJ such that 
(Av+ P AC.) eL2(Q+) x L2(Q-) equipped with the norm p+{l\ Av, I( + I\ w+ [I> + 
PAI AC II + II VI- II>. We set 
w+ ) u-l= P (I a +wu+ Irj+l f IP&u_ Irj-1 )P,$, LJJ+ I,) 
where vf denotes the outward normal to I’,+. 
We denote by X the space spanned by T(u+ , u-) as (u+ , U-) ranges over W. 
THEOREM 3.1. 
(a) H*(O+) x H2(9-) is dense in D 
(b) The mapping 
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defined on HY(R+) X’ H’(Q_) may be extended into a continuous mapping y  from D 
into X* (dual space of X) such that 
P+F+; v+) - P+(“+; dv,) + p-(024-; v-) - p-(24-; fk) 
= (T(u+ 7 u-1; Y(z’+ ! v-hxx* 
(3-l) 
for any (u+ ,u-)~Wandany (v+,v-)~lIb. 
Proof. 
(a) The density of H*(O+) x H2(QJ in D is proved as in Lions and 
Magenes [6, Sect. 6, Chap. II]. 
(b) The brackets in the right-hand side of (3.1) denote the duality between 
X and X*; the result follows from the fact that the left-hand side of (3.1) is a 
continuous bilinear form on W x ID, and for (ZJ+ , v-) E H*(sZ+) x H*(SZ-) it is 
equal to: 
gl jr,+P+++v+do+ k j 
3 j=l i-j- 
b&u-v-da+ j P+$+(u,-v-)do 
6 
+ s,u+(p+--P+;v+)do. 
IV. AN EIGENVALUE PROBLEM 
Ley G+ and G- be two open sets of the unit sphere s2 of Rs; with Lipschitz 
boundaries aG+ and aG_ having in common an arc S of a great circle. We assume 
that aG* is the union of a finite number of disjoint arcs Sj* (0 <j < iV+) of 
great circles. We denote by Tj* the vertex common to Sjk and to SF+, . The 
tangents to Sj* and SF+, at Tj+ make an angle inside Gk which we denote by 
wj*. 
We assume that S = S,,+ = S,- and we set A = T,,+ = T;;- , B = T$+ = 
To-, WA+ = wfq+, Co/f- = wo-, cog+ = w + 
We choose a system of coordinates (x, ;, k) 
wg- = OJ; and S+ = aG& - S. 
and spherical coordinates (r, 0, p) 
such that: 
x = r sin y cos 19, 
y = Y sin y sin 0, 
x = r cos ql, 
with -7~ < 0 < 7r and 0 < r+~ < r and we assume that S lies in the great circle 
0 = 0. The Lebesgue measure on S2 is given by ds2 = 1 sin v 1 d6’ dv. Let then 
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G = G+ u S u G- and p(B) equal to p, in G, and to p- in G- . We consider 
the operator L defined by: 
and with domain D, = {# E H,l(G); L# E L2(G)). 
THEOREM 4.1. 
(i) wj+<7r, 1 <j,<N+- 1, 
(ii) wj-<7r, 1 <j <IV--- 1, 
(iii) ~(cIJ~+, wA-) = 0, 
(iv) P(w~+, ws-) = 0. 
If condition (i), (ii), (iii) and (’ ) IV are satisfied then L is an isomorphism from D, 
onto L2(G) and DL is the space of functions # E H,,l(G) satisfying: 
P, De++ =p- Do+- on S. 
Proof. Using local coordinates we reduce this problem to an interface 
problem with variable coefficients in a polygon. The theorem follows then from 
the results in Lemrabet [5]. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let us consider the eigenvalue problem 
Jwk = --hlc*, 
kt E f&W 
(4.1) 
then we have the following results: 
(a) Problem (4.1) h as a countable sequence of eigenvahes 0 < A, < A, < 
. . . A, -+ + a~ as k + + w and the corresponding eigenfunctions I,& are complete in 
L2(G) and satisfy 
s G~+dz da = 0 if k#l 
= 1 if k = 1. 
(b) There exist two constants C, > 0 and C, > 0 such that 
C,k*/2 < A, < C,k as k++co. 
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Proof. 
(1) L is a self-adjoint operator on L2(G) for the inner product sG pu . u do. 
Since the injection of D, into L2(G) is compact we can diagonalize the operator 
L in L2(G) and this yields the result (a). 
(2) We have H,,‘(G) C DL C H,l(G) and according to Boutet and 
Grisvard [l] the asymptotical behavior of the eigenvalues A, is as (b). 
PROPOSITION 4.3. The first eigenvalue A, of L is 31 under the following 
assumptions: 
(i) mA+ = 1.0~~ and wA- = us-, 
(ii) wj+ <n, 1 <j < N+ - 1, 
(iii) wj-<n, 1 <j<N-- 1, 
(iv) p(wA+, wA-) = 0. 
Proof. If G C G,., = {u E S2; -wA- < B < wA+} the assumptions of Theo- 
rem 4.1 are satisfied and then L is selfadjoint in L2(G) with domain D, , the 
space of functions # E &l(G) such that #* = # IGA E H2(G*) and p+D,$+ = 
p-D&- on S. We introduce K the closure of the operator 1,5 ++( 1 /p(~))D~~(6) D&r) 
defined on D, . K is self-adjoint and we have (L+; 1,4) < (K+; y5) for every 
+ E DL . We then deduce that if -A, is the greatest eigenvalue of L and -h the 
greatest eigenvalue of K, we have A, 3 p1 . 
The eigenvalues of K are given by p, tan $12wA- = p- tan $f2~A+ and 
assumption (iv) implies that p1 >, 1. 
V. DIMENSION OF THE SPACE N 
PRop0s1730~ 5.1. The dimension of N is injinite if one of the following condi- 
tions is not sutiJied: 
(9 ujiTk CT, 1 <j, k<.T+, 
(ii) qk<~, 1 <j, k<j-, 
(iii) p(wj+, q-) = 0, 1 <j < J. 
Proof. 
(a) If(i) or (ii) is not satisfied then according to Grisvard [3] the dimension 
of N is infinite. 
(b) Let j,, , 1 <j,, < J, be such that P(w$, u<) # 0 we choose a system 
of coordinates (x, y, z) such that the interface Zr lies m the plane y = 0; and we 
denote by Q$, FO* and ,&, the intersections of 52& , I’* and .Z with the plane 
z = z0 (fixed). Then Q,,+ and sZ,- are two polygons with a common interface 
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Z,, . From the results in Lemrabet [5] we deduce the existence of uO+ and u,,- 
(with supports in a neighborhood of zero) solutions of the interface problem: 
p&b2 + Dy2) %I* = fo’ EL2(QO*), 
#of = 0 on ro*, 
UO 
+ zz uo- on z 0, 
p+D,u,+ = p-D,uo- on Z. . 
We have uo* E Hl(Q,*) but uo* $ H2(Qo*). Let us choose an interval ]a, b[ 
of R such that for v E Co”@, b[), u+(x, y, z) = uo*(x, y) v(z) has its support in 
Szh. Then u* E Hr(&) and 
p&* = fo% + p*uo*y” = f* E ~2(Q*), 
IQ = 0 on r *, 
u+ = u- on 2, 
p,D,u, = p-D,u- on 2. 
Let us suppose that the dimension of N is equal to Y < + co and let (oj+, vi-), 
1 < j < v be a basis of N we know that if (f+; vj+) + (f-; vj-) = 0 for any j, 
1 < j < v, then q E Hz(sZ*), but if y # 0 this implies that uo* E H2(52,*) 
which is impossible. We have (f+; v~+) + (f-; nj-) = 0 if and only if 
@j+, F,> t (F,-; v) = 0 where Fj* is the distribution defined by: 
+ Wj,, p+uo*(x, y) Vj*(x, y, z) dx dy. 
Since Corn&z, b[) is of infinite dimension there always exists a v # 0 such that 
{Fj+, p,> + (F,-, F) = 0 for any j, 1 <j < v. We thus have a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
Now we are going to study the regularity of (v+ , V-) E N when all conditions 
of Proposition 5.1 are satisfied. It is well known that zr+ is analytic outside the 
vertices and the edges of !2* . Let us denote by A* the edges and the vertices 
of Qn, which do not belong to 8.X. According to Grisvard [3] we know that when 
wi,k * < r for 1 < j, K < J;t there exists a neighborhood B* in Rs for every 
ME A* such that vk E Hz(s2,t - B*). It remains then to look at the regularity 
of v’+ and v- in the neighborhood of a.Z. Let M be a point of a.Z and (x, y, z) 
be a system of coordinates with origin on M. Let B, be the ball centered at M 
and of radius R small enough. M is then the vertex of a cone (determined by the 
intersection of & with BR) which corresponds to a solid angle G+; G% is a subset 
of the unit sphere s2 of lR3. G+ and G- have Lipchitz boundaries aG+ and i?G- 
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with a common arc of great circle which we denote by S. We assume that the 
system of coordinates has been chosen as in Theorem 4.1 and we denote bg 
L(M) the operator with domain DLcM) defined in the same way. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. If the two following conditions are satis$ed then 
V+ E Hz@& - BR) for suficiently small R. 
(i) L(M) is an isomorphism from DLtM) onto L*(G) and DLtn,) is the space of 
functions 4 E H:(G) such that I+& E H2(G*) and p+D&+ = p-D& on S. 
(ii) The eigenvalue h,(M) of -L(M) is > 8. 
Proof. We take an expansion of ~1 (equal to v+ in Q, and c- in QJ into 
eigenfunctions of L(M). F or almost every Y, V(YU) EL*(G) and then we have 
eJ) = c G(r) hc(4 forO<r<R and UEG. 
P>l 
(Here we simply denote the eigenvalues ofL(M) by -A, and the corresponding 
eigenfunctions by I,&) we have C,(r) = j-G p(8) V(TO) &(u) da. 
Let y E C,,w(jO, R[) and let 
f&4 = 54~) VW if O<r<R; UEG 
= 0 if not. 
We deduce from condition (i) that (uk+, Us-) = (uk In+ , ulc in-) E W and from 
the definition of N it follows that (v, , V-) is orthogonal to (p,du,+, p-Au,-) 
i.e., 
Cl =I “J‘ 
0 G+ 
p+v+(yu) Au,+(Yu) r2 dr da +~o~,p-vm(~u) Au,-(yu) r2 dr da 
an elementary calculation yields 
then 
0 =?‘ R{~Zp)n(~) + 2r#(y) - &q(y)} C,(Y) dr 
0 
and finally <r2Ci(r) + 2rC,‘(r) - &C,(Y), y(r)) = 0. We then deduce that 
C,(Y) = apt + b,rsn where 
(y 
k 
= 1 + (1 + 4u1’2 
2 ’ 
pk = 1 - (1 + 4bY2 
2 
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and uk and b, are constants such that 
I’ G~(@ I v(W da = 1 I W)l”. kc>1 
Since it+ EL~(SZ+) we must have 
s W$R 
p 1 v(x,y, z)[” dx dy dx = 1 j R 1 ck(T)12dr < {-co. 
k>l 0 
We then have b, = 0 when jf r 2+28k dr = +c.c i.e., when xk > 2. Assumption 
(ii) implies that b, = 0 for every K and 
V(YU) = c akr”~$b,(o) 
k>l 
with 
s G 
p(B) 1 V(Y, u)I” do = 1 I a, I2 r2ak, 
k>l 
We can now prove the convergence of the following sum of integrals which 
will yield the result. 
P, [j,” II WV+ l12r2dy + j o~ll~~~+lI:~~+jo~ll~+Il,Z~~ 
+P- jso~llD,a,-l12~2d~+j#~ II &v- It dy + i’ II v- II: $1 < +a 
for small enough p. 
(Here I/ 11, II II1 and /I II2 denotes the norms in L2(G+), HI(GJ and H2(G*), 
respectively.) 
Condition (ii) implies 201, > 1 and then 
p, joo II D,.“v+ II2 r2 dr + p- jp /I D72v- II2 r2 dr 
0 
= & 1 a, I2 a;(ak - l)2 joo T2ak-2 dr 
= zl 1 ak I2 ak2(‘+ - 1)” & . 
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Since C,kl/” < A, < C,k as k--f -t 00 one can easily prove that for p < R 
which proves the convergence of the last series. 
To estimate 
we use 
P, II 4+ Iii + P- II *- II22 G C{P+ llJv+ II2 + P- IIW- II”) 
We then have 
and 
P, II v+ II,” + P- II v- 112” G c c I % I2 h2rZak 
k>l 
Since &* and ak2((uk - 1)’ are equivalent as k -+ +CO the last series con- 
verges for p < R. 
Similarly we prove that 
forp <R. 
THEOREM 5.3. (p+d,p-A) . zs an isomwphism from W onto L2(12+) x L2(12J 
under the following conditions: 
(i) Wjtk-; 1 Gji, k<J+, 
(ii) WjSk < Tr; 1 < j, k < J- ) 
(iii) ,u(wj+, wj-) = 0; 1 < j < J, 
(iv) AI(Mj) > 2; 1 <j < J. 
Proof. 
(a) NC Hz@+) x H2(Q-). 
Let (v+ , a-) E N, we know that V+ and V- are smooth outside of 8.X To prove 
the regularity of v+ and et- near azl we use Proposition 5.2. 
(1) For ME a.Z condition (i) of Proposition 5.2 is satisfied as a conse- 
quence of Theorem 4.1. 
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(2) For M=M,EZ conditions (ii) of Proposition 5.2 are satisfied 
by assumption (iv). 
(3) For M # M, condition (ii) of Proposition 5.2 is satisfied as a 
consequence of Proposition 4.3. 
(b) N is reduced to (0,O). 
Since NC H2(Q+) x H2(Q-), Y(v+, u-) = 0 implies that (w+ , v-.) E N is 
solution of the interface problem: 
Av+=O in J-h:, 
v* = 0 on r* , 
v+ = v- on G 
a a 
p -v+=p-xv- on 2. + av 
Then the uniqueness of the variational solution of this interface problem implies 
that v+ = 0 and vu_ = 0. 
Remark 5.4. If we assume that wj+ = w+ and wj- = w- for 1 <j < J 
(w+ and W- fixed) then condition (iv) in Theorem 5.3 is a consequence of 
Proposition 4.3. This proves the result announced in Section 1. 
Remark 5.5. If w- = 71 - w+ one can deduce from p, tan hw- = 
-p- tan hw- . 
(1) P(W+ F w-)=0 if w+>77/2 and p+>p-. 
(2) /-4JJ+ 9 w-)=0 if w+<P/~ and p+<p-. 
(3) P(W+ t w-)=1 if w+<7r/2 and p+>p-. 
(4) &J+ 3 w...)=l if w+>?r/2 and p+<p-. 
Thus Proposition 5.1 proves that the solution (u+ , u-) of the interface problem 
(I. l)-( 1.4) does not belong to H2(Q+) x H2(sZ_) in the last two cases (3) and (4). 
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